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=====     INTRODUCTION    =====

ROM ITS INCEPTION in the 1820s until the present hour, a complex 
product of modern history called MORMONISM has been studied, 

critiqued and defended in greater depth and by more people than many readers 
might reasonably have hoped.  The attention has seemed only appropriate to 
some of us whose daily walk and very universe depended from earliest 
childhood upon the religious Restoration movement of Joseph Smith Jr., 1805-44, 
the farm boy who talked with God.  Our Mormon-based world gave us our 
natural place at the center of things.  We belonged to "the only true and living 
church upon the face of the whole earth . . ."1  We knew that we had the truth, and 
we knew that this truth was extraordinary - a body of doctrine superior to that of 
other religions, administered through the authority of divinely constituted 
priesthood transported directly from heaven.  How we knew these things 
depended upon how we understood things like faith and feeling, confirmed by 
phenomena that we interpreted as spirit, or the workings of the Holy Ghost. 

That spirit sustained our conviction of Mormonism's incomparable truth, and we 
invited outsiders to read the Book of Mormon and feel it for themselves.  To the 
persecutors who were writing against us - people who chose to reject the 
confirming spirit - we displayed a tableau of external, concrete proofs of our 
religion.  We pointed to distinctive elements in the texts and doctrine that Joseph 
Smith gave us.  We said that these elements were unique, either as individual 
components or in prophetically-blended combination.  These elements, we 
argued, did not exist as such in Joseph Smith's immediate world.  They were thus 
not merely original, but they would have been inaccessible to the farm boy or to 
his friends through natural human means.  We already accepted the transcendent 
truth of Joseph's scriptures and teachings, so their evident prescience (confirmed, 
we suggested, only by later scientific and historical scholarship) must prove their 
origins to be prophetic and divine. 

THE MESSAGE 

For many Mormons who emphasize uniqueness in Joseph Smith's texts and 
doctrines, his supposedly matchless contributions are not only distinctive and 
advanced beyond the elements or syntheses seen in other faiths, but they exist 
quite independently of the man who dictated and taught them.  Joseph's 
scriptures and interpretations thus become evidence of prophecy beyond mortal 

1 Doctrine and Covenants (hereafter, D&C) 1:30, November 1, 1831. 

FF 
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powers.  Some of Joseph's defenders identify tangible components of their 
prophet's work - specific text and concept details - which they believe Joseph 
could have obtained only through divine revelation.2  The defenders then use 
these concrete details to undergird Mormonism's essential foundation of faith 
and spirit.  Such practice is shortsighted, I contend, because it jeopardizes faith 
and mortgages the spirit.  Trying to strengthen spiritual belief in this manner is 
like building a house upon the sand, since much of the perceived prophetic 
uniqueness of Mormon details will not stand.  Be they ever so enthralling, most 
of Mormonism's splendid elements and combinations were neither impossibly 
super-human nor compellingly prophetic in the context from which they were 
spoken by Joseph Smith. 

THE THESIS of my thirty-year study which follows is that a very large part of what 
many of us have thought comprised the essence of Mormonism actually 
appeared in Joseph Smith's immediate world before it became part of Mormon 
language or thought.  Most of the seeds of Joseph Smith's texts and prophecies 
enjoyed popular cultural dissemination in forms familiar to non-Mormons before 
they grew into scripture of the latter day.  In surprising depth and degree, much 
of what Mormonism presents as if it were its own, actually flourished at various 
levels of society before Joseph Smith declared it.  Enough solid evidence of this is 
now documented in reliable modern Mormon parallels, reasonably to suggest the 
presence - in Joseph Smith's natural environment - of the small portions that 
remain for us to discover. 

We may cherish Joseph's words.  We can preach them from our pulpits.  We 
resound them in our hymns.  What we must not proclaim is their requisite 
exclusivity.  Believe what you believe, simple and pure;  a chaste and humble 
faith thrives upon its own merits.  But oblige your beliefs with careless claims of 
indispensable originality;  crown your beliefs with exaggerated novelty;  or hang 
them upon inexact science and undisciplined selective history, and the walls may 
come crashing down. 

2 At times, such arguments can assume surprising levels of apparent sophistication, yet the following 
example is something of an epitome:  "Mormonism claims to be a restoration of doctrines formerly taught by 
the Primitive Church and by inspired prophets since the beginning of time.  Now, quite unexpectedly, these 
very doctrines—revealed by Joseph Smith to a shocked and startled world a hundred and fifty years ago—
have begun to reappear in the writings of early Jews and Christians.  The world is suddenly obliged to 
explain just how an uneducated farm-youth in frontier America was able to even name such beliefs as 'three 
levels in heaven,' human pre-existence, a Heavenly Mother, eternal marriage, the bearing of posterity after 
the Resurrection, man's divine origin and destiny, and many others, doctrines which no Christian sect of the 
time had ever heard of, let alone discussed or accepted."  Eugene Seaich, Mormonism, the Dead Sea Scrolls, and 
the Nag Hammadi Texts (Murray, Utah: Sounds of Zion, 1980), p. 1. 
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THE NEED 

To the reader who may not be familiar with modern-era parallels, my assertions 
of their significant prevalence in the world of early Mormonism may sound over-
reached.  In the face of distracting, assertive conclusions by prominent Mormon 
defenders who disregard these parallels, one might certainly ask what could 
drive a bibliographer to exruciate his way for decades through so many tedious 
books and papers written by generally obsessed religionists of the early nine-
teenth century who frankly needed to get a life.  What has driven me to assemble 
the data that follow is the astounding contrast between ongoing dismissals of 
Mormon environmental origins by so many people, and the potentially 
overwhelming array of evidence that I find to the contrary.  If defenders suggest 
that we have seen enough of the parallels to discount their overall value, I will 
point to the startling rate and degree to which even more exciting and 
corroborating examples continue to surface. 

Over the years, I have discussed these things with many friends and acquaintan-
ces who range from the most traditional, orthodox Latter-day Saints to the most 
bitter apostates – all of whom take for granted that some of what I say about 
extensive Mormon cultural origins is accurate.  Most of these individuals have 
responded by showing at least passing interest in the subject, but have finished 
with a polite, "so what?"  Others have shown tremendous enthusiasm, but seem 
not to enjoy a truly useful, broad-based working perspective.  A few people, 
thankfully, have led me to further sources, pointing to wider fields of inquiry 
and encouraging me to be more sensitive to the immense mass of material that 
remains for us to explore and consider. 

There is much here, in fact, to interest and benefit every member of the Mormon-
based community, and all non-members who observe it.  Those people who may 
have been branded conveniently as "anti-Mormons," for example, may notice 
things which they have long suspected had to be out there to demystify some 
aspects of Mormonism.  "Closet doubters," too (as are sometimes termed 
practicing Mormons whose nagging questions render them, of all people, most 
miserable3), should discover information here to assist them in whatever accom-
modations may be indicated.  And the most faithful, believing Latter-day Saints 
who attend this feast will surely appreciate the transcendent testimonies offered 
by guests from our past, an extended family returning home to enrich our lives.  
If we ignore the menu or spurn the company, we will miss much of the 
world that Joseph Smith knew.  Here was religion and society and practical life 
as he first lived it.  Here stood Joseph's table.  From here flowed his celebrations  
– in varying degrees until the very end.  Come, then, to Cana and taste deeply of 
this water, if not of the wine. 

3 1 Corinthians 15:19, ". . . of all men most miserable." 
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THE APPROACH 

This is a very long book, more a reference compendium than something one 
would sit down to read from beginning to end.  I did not want to submit a few 
articles to various journals in which I might present selected Mormon parallels.  I 
did not wish merely to quote a hundred paragraphs from relevant sources and 
then let them go.  That has been done already by writers who were more 
qualified than I - and has anyone who disliked such environmental history taken 
it seriously?  John-Charles Duffy points out that if too many non-Mormon 
scholars approach Mormonism expecting to discover exotic early sources for its 
doctrines, many orthodox Mormons, on the other hand, 

. . . are predisposed to find problems in any account of Mormon origins that 
jostles their faith's historical truth claims. . . .  Granted that in any scholarly 
discourse community there will be competing camps divided by theoretical, 
methodological, or other interpretive preferences;  but scholars working in 
Mormon history have such discrete horizons of plausibility that it hardly makes 
sense to speak of a single discourse community.  Mormon history is an arena 
where scholars in different camps speak past each other, not to each other.4 

In a review of the two most telling biographies of Joseph Smith published in 
recent times, Mark D. Thomas considers it to be ". . . a scandal of Mormon 
scholarship and an embarrassment for historians that these two biographies 
describe what appears to be the life of two entirely different people."  Thomas 
respects these books' extensive footnotes and the authors' familiarity with 
original and secondary sources.  "Yet for all of their wonderful details," he writes, 

there is something un-Joseph-like about many of the little pieces in this 
puzzle-making competition.  Somewhere between Bushman's long list of 
accomplishments of the prophet's great-grandfather and Vogel's citation of the 
1827 list of liquor purchases by Joseph Smith Sr., I began to long for something 
that feels more like Joseph to me:  a few lines from a Rossini opera, perhaps.  
Something on a bolder scale to articulate who Joseph Smith Jr. was.  Indeed, one 
might accuse both scholars of believing in the dictum:  "more is less."  No one 
deserves such a slow death by suffocation of detail.5 

I am here to compound, not to relieve such focus upon detail.  I want to see 
more, not fewer people study the elephant with a microscope.  "Data! data! data!" 
cried Sherlock Holmes impatiently at Dr. Watson, "I can't make bricks without 
clay. . . .  I have devised seven separate explanations, each of which would cover 

4 John-Charles Duffy, "Clyde Forsberg's Equal Rites and the Exoticizing of Mormonism."  Dialogue:  A Journal 
of Mormon Thought 39:1 (Spring 2006), p. 24.  
5 Mark D. Thomas, "Where is Joseph Smith Now?:  Beginning the Second Quest for the Historical Joseph."  
Review of Joseph Smith:  Rough Stone Rolling by Richard Lyman Bushman (2005), and Joseph Smith:  The 
Making of a Prophet, by Dan Vogel (2004), in Sunstone: Mormon Experience, Scholarship, Issues & Art, issue 139 
[2005], p. 58. 
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the facts as far as we know them.  But which of these is correct can only be 
determined by the fresh information which we shall no doubt find waiting for 
us."6  The purpose of this Bibliographic Source is to engage curiosity with detail 
upon detail, established solidly in practical, well identified context.  If I can 
nudge readers to ponder how much we have overlooked thus far, or to 
suspect how much must await our attention still, then we may be spared so 
many self-consciously indignant protests in the future - so many distractions as 
we have encountered heretofore - against pursuing more thorough, measured 
environmental considerations of Joseph Smith.  We have already had the boldly-
scaled articulations of "who Joseph Smith Jr. was."  It is in the neglected minutiae 
of his own world, meanwhile, where hides so much which "feels more like 
Joseph to me . . ." 

This is not to trivialize Mormon origins, or to imagine that one can reduce them 
to mathematical formulae.  There will always be something unreachable in a man 
like Joseph Smith.  "They'll no' get him a' in a book I think," Ezra Pound might 
have agreed (in his lines on the goodly Companion at Galilee), 

Though they write it cunningly; 
No mouse of the scrolls was the Goodly Fere 
But aye loved the open sea. 
. . . . 
A master of men was the Goodly Fere, 
A mate of the wind and sea, 
If they think they ha' slain our Goodly Fere 
They are fools eternally.7 

For the individual who relates personally to the mission of Joseph Smith as he 
told it, no reading of humbug or Masonic parallels or views of Hebrews once in 
vogue will dishonor the faith of a fourteen-year-old youth praying alone in the 
woods.  ". . . [H]e has left his track on the great pathway of life;" wrote Whittier,  
"or, to use the words of Horne, 'knocked out a window in the wall of the 
nineteenth century,' whence his rude, bold, good-humored face will peep out 
upon the generations to come."8  I love those feel-good phrases as much as the 
next person - love them, likely, too much.  But in real, everyday life, such easy 
stuff cannot be good enough for Latter-day Saints who pay tithing  – who serve 

6 "The Adventure of the Copper Beeches," taken here from The Complete Sherlock Holmes, by Sir Arthur Conan 
Doyle, With a Preface by Christopher Morley (Garden City, New York: Doubleday & Company, Inc., n.d.), 322, 
323. 
7 Ezra Pound, "Ballad of the Goodly Fere;  Simon Zelotes speaketh it somewhile after the Crucifixion," in Oscar 
Williams, ed., The Pocket Book of Modern Verse . . . (New York: Washington Square Press, 1954), 313.  The lines 
conclude, "I ha' seen him eat o' the honey-comb/ Sin' they nailed him to the tree." 
8 John Greenleaf Whittier,  "A Mormon Conventicle," taken from Howitt's Journal, as reprinted in The Odd 
Fellow.  A Weekly Journal, devoted to Odd Fellowship, and Matters and Things in General 7:9 (Boston, for 
Wednesday, May 24, 1848), p. 67. 
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arduous missions  – who order their dietary, their social, indeed their romantic 
lives to conform to the doctrines of Joseph Smith and his successors whom they 
call "Prophets."  Our ancestors died on the plains (or worse, in over-long 
sacrament meetings) as a direct result of Joseph's claims.  We have every right, 
we have every duty to do what we can, better to know from where the product 
came. 

THE CHALLENGE 

The balanced scholar craves mature, comprehensive overviews of historical 
events and thought.  I'm sure that is what Mark Thomas was calling for in his 
book review cited above.  Too often, however, the resulting panoramas are not 
distilled from extensive details, so much as they are extrapolated in a near 
vacuum from a few fragments that are most readily available – or 
philosophically convenient.  And as John-Charles Duffy may allow, our 
seemingly irreconcilable, opposing stances that divide Mormon studies must 
render this simplistic summarizing problem in historiography even more serious 
among Saints.  Extreme divergence encourages deliberate neglect of any sources 
that appear to be unfriendly.  There is very little middle ground, but considerable 
effort to distract readers away from alternative views.  Utter disdain for scholars 
- as human beings - who express contrary understanding is neither regretted, it 
seems, nor even convincingly camouflaged. 

A far higher, if harder commission for all of us will require that we master more 
of the minutiae, delaying the time of looking up and outward until a more 
legitimately-earned perspective can allow more wide-embracing understanding.  
When the larger, more authentic view finally strikes the eye in some unexpected 
moment, it will feel like a revelation - like pausing during a hill climb to survey 
the scene after having focused intently upon a difficult path.  This wider 
appreciation is only won, indeed, as a natural reward of mastering each 
component of the tangled environment, perceiving every pitfall and measuring 
every step, to whatever extent our observations and our perceptions allow.  A 
successful climb requires training, conditioning, and equipment.  That is why, 
before the final ascent of history, vast archives are assembled – and why some 
historians need to spend more time there.  ". . . [I]n the past," lamented noted 
Mormon researcher Dale Morgan, 

too much has been done in isolation, the training of historians, librarians, and 
archivists proceeding in separate and only hopefully parallel paths.  Nobody 
who has thought about this can be particularly happy over the results.  We come 
up with historians who are abominably ignorant of the most elementary 
principles of bibliography, pathetically dependent on librarians to lead them by 
the hand, totally lost in an archive.  We come up with librarians who have been 
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technically equipped to deal with the management of books and the disposition 
of reference inquiries and yet are totally innocent of the creative mind which 
alone enables a library to remain or become great.  We come up with archivists 
who have been superbly trained for narrow jobs, and vanish into them like moles 
into the ground, nevermore to be seen in the light of day.9 

If we will learn to work together more watchfully, pausing longer to respect even 
that which seems most mundane, we can do a better job of interpreting the grand 
historical and sociological phenomena:  from the narrow to the broad (but not 
too quickly), then back to grass roots again, over and over, each time emerging 
still more triumphant over the misconceptions and the premature generalizations 
of our past. 

THE REVELATION 

I believe that many Latter-day Saints harbor some impression that all of the truly 
essential historical data have appeared in print - that any new facts which may 
yet come to light will hardly compromise the total picture.10  But if one imagines 
that only some earthshaking (and potentially controversial) discovery from the 
hand of Joseph Smith himself could make any difference, one may not yet 
comprehend historiography.11  The real finds which most generally enrich 
historical interpretation tend to accrue from less pretentious odds and ends that 
linger quietly in almost countless array – numerous remnants wanting to be seen 
and recognized for what they can offer. 

Unnoticed traces of our past wait almost everywhere, and in surprising 
profusion.  Signs of so many survivals at every turn suggest a treasure trove 

9 Dale Morgan, "The Archivist, the Librarian, And the Historian," off-print from the Library Journal 93:22 
(December 15, 1968), pp. 4621-4623, (quoted here from the sixth, unnumbered page of this eight-page 
pamphlet). 
10 "In my opinion, we have reached the end of the line for these purely nationalist studies. . . .  Smith's 
American roots will continue to be investigated as they always have been, but national history will not 
confine our inquiries. . . .  We will no longer be bound by the tight historicist restrictions of the twentieth-
century critical studies but look much farther afield for illumination of the Prophet. . . .  It is doubtful that a 
purely American history of the Mormon prophet will explain him.  His mind ranged far beyond his own 
time and place, and we will have to follow if we are to understand.  A small history will not account for 
such a large man." (Bushman "Joseph Smith's Many Histories," 9, 11, 18.  
11 ". . . clearly the Restored Gospel stands or falls with the truth claims of the Book of Mormon . . ." (Novak, 
146);  "Mormonism, as it is called, must stand or fall on the story of Joseph Smith.  He was either a prophet of 
God, divinely called, properly appointed and commissioned, or he was one of the biggest frauds this world 
has ever seen.  There is no middle ground." (JFS Doctrines 1:188);  "We declare without equivocation that God 
the Father and His Son, the Lord Jesus Christ, appeared in person to the boy Joseph Smith. . . .  Our whole 
strength rests on the validity of that vision.  It either occurred or it did not occur.  If it did not, then this work 
is a fraud.  If it did, then it is the most important and wonderful work under the heavens. . . .  I knew a so-
called intellectual who said the Church was trapped by its history.  My response was that without that 
history we have nothing.  The truth of that unique, singular, and remarkable event is the pivotal substance 
of our faith." (Hinckley, 78) 
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indeed.  Like new vocabulary terms first met, evidences come along unexpect-
edly, then hover in our air.  Most enticingly, these unemployed scraps of 
historical information are obtainable and fresh - relatively recent, as history goes, 
in our cultural memory.  We are not so far removed from the earliest Mormon 
times that we cannot recover these records.  At sixty-six years of age, for 
example, I am old enough to have seen a living covered-wagon pioneer and 
heard adventures of the Mormon Battalion from a man who heard them told 
first-hand.  I have shaken a hand that once - I suppose in fear and trembling - 
shook that of Pancho Villa.  I have gazed into tired eyes which, long before, had 
studied those of Lorenzo Snow.  I have listened to my grandfather recount his 
father's recollection of sitting upon the lap of his uncle by plural marriage:  
Joseph Smith.  Many readers will offer similar examples, and better. 

Personal connections with history empower the psyche, but they also preserve 
our past a bit casually - often with only partial accuracy.  And so it is with our 
general heritage-sharing as Mormon people.  A specific example may not offend: 
Who among us has not thrilled at the sublime words of Joseph Smith's "olive leaf 
. . . plucked," at the end of 1832, "from the Tree of Paradise, the Lord's message 
of peace . . ." ? 

  The earth rolls upon her wings, and the sun giveth his light by day, and the 
moon giveth her light by night, and the stars also give their light, as they roll 
upon their wings in their glory, in the midst of the power of God. 
 Unto what shall I liken these kingdoms, that ye may understand? 

  Behold, all these are kingdoms, and any man who hath seen any or the least of 
these hath seen God moving in his majesty and power.12 

This is more than poetry.  It is theology translated to its loftiest heights, offering 
ultimate assurance of unbounded hope.  It once comforted a teen-aged Idaho 
farm boy, reading alone beside a forest stream too long ago.  Be such lines noble 
and inspiring, however, they need not blind sober historical memory to a 
recollection that, by the time this modern scripture was dictated in Ohio, the 
heavens had long been hinting the glory of God through other luminaries, like 
young Timothy Dwight, writing in Connecticut just before the American 
Revolution . . . 

I AM THE LORD.  I form'd the earth, and sky, 
Illum'd the sun, and hung his flames on high; 
Bade worlds, in millions, star th' etherial plain, 
And built the secret chambers of the main. 
My voice, the heaven, and heaven of heavens obey; 
And Ocean, Earth, and Hell, confess my sway. 

12 D&C 88:45-47. 
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Through worlds, on worlds, in Being's mighty bounds, 
That roll through space' illimitable rounds; . . .  

13 

"Is it presumption to say," exclaimed Thomas Chalmers long before Joseph 
Smith, 

that the moral world extends to these distant and unknown regions? that they 
are occupied with people? that the charities of home and of neighbourhood 
flourish there? that the praises of God are there lifted up, and his goodness 
rejoiced in? that piety has its temples and its offerings? and the richness of the 
divine attributes is there felt and admired by intelligent worshippers?14 

I know that the natural reaction of many Saints to such parallels is to resist them, 
to search for fine points of distinction between one text and another, to isolate 
Mormonism as unique and supreme.  I think that Joseph Smith would see it 
differently.  "Give up just a little of our superiority," he might urge, "and see how 
we can grow!"  If those are my words, we also have the words of Joseph himself: 

   Have the Presbyterians any truth?  Yes.  Have the Baptists, Methodists, &c., any 
truth?  Yes.  They all have a little truth mixed with error.  We should gather all 
the good and true principles in the world and treasure them up, or we shall not 
come out true "Mormons."15 

. . . indeed we may say that we follow the admonition of Paul  "we believe all 
things we hope all things," we have endured many things and hope to be able to 
endure all things.  If there is any thing virtuous, lovely, or of good report or 
praise worthy we seek after these things.  Respectfully &c., JOSEPH SMITH.16 

A FOREST FULL OF TREES 

Of course Joseph had unique ideas.  No two human beings are identical, but if 
every person who ever lived had at least one original thought, then my approach 
may be helpful – to search for an ever more expansive assessment of presumed 
Mormon uniqueness within an ever more responsible context.  Such analysis 
requires careful balance.  Too many detractors from Mormonism have suggested 
- too simply and too broadly, I fear - that Joseph Smith literally copied doctrine 
or Book of Mormon history from specific contemporary printed and manuscript 

13 Timothy Dwight, The Conquest of Canäan . . . (MP 126), 233. 
14 Thomas Chalmers, Discourses on the Christian Revelation . . . (MP 90), 33. 
15 Discourse, July 23, 1843 as edited in the History of the Church 5:517.  The precise words that Joseph spoke 
are of course unknown, but the concept is strong as it appears in the Joseph Smith diary entry by Willard 
Richards for that day:  "—Presbyterians any truth. embrace that. Baptist. Methodist &c.  get all the good 
in the world. come out a pure Mormon." (Joseph Smith Words, 234). 
16 Joseph Smith to ". . . Mr. John Wentworth, E  ditor, and Proprietor of the 'Chicago Democrat,' . . ." 
as published in the Times and Seasons 3:9 (March 1, 1842), p. 710. 
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sources.  This runs far with too little, ready to grasp at the simplest or most 
superficial similarities, sometimes ignoring real content, or postulating explicit, 
labored connections to Mormonism's founder.  Apologetic response can then 
descend to picayune details or obtuse shades of meaning that equally obscure the 
real phenomena at hand.  Defenders may become attackers, at times deriding 
even the most sober messengers with ingenuous personal attacks.  Both 
perspectives tend to miss the forest for the trees. 

The subject of early nineteenth-century Mormon antecedents cries out for a more 
sophisticated sense of history.  Consider one recent collection of articles 
defending traditional Latter-day Saint positions, entitled "Echoes and Evidences of 
the Book of Mormon."  That compilation aspires to identify "more than one 
hundred hits or other evidences and ancient parallels"17 - examples of Restoration 
elements which supposedly were not available to Joseph Smith except through 
divine revelation.  The authors hold advanced degrees.  They come at the reader 
with wave upon wave of erudite-sounding arguments, often drawn from ancient 
sources with esoteric names and from phenomena that are nearly unassailable by 
the layperson.  With each "hit" presented comes a question, stated or implied. 
This question is too often rhetorical, repeated like a mantra of Mormon defense.  
The question is not so much asked as it is declared, with careless jubilation.  It takes 
many forms, but is always the same:  "HOW COULD JOSEPH SMITH HAVE KNOWN, 
except that he was a prophet of God?" 

The ancient, nearly impenetrable parallels offered by Mormon defenders, when 
coupled with this questioning of Joseph's natural awareness, could seem 
impressive except for a serious omission in the rationale.  The problem with such 
presentations is that their authors generally misunderstand the chronologically 
and geographically closer, much more forthright setting in which Joseph Smith 
actually thrived.  In order for their arguments to work, these defenders have to 
neglect or underestimate the modern, proximate context to a regrettable degree, 
often with over-confident disregard of the world in which Mormonism emerged.  
Their dismissive expressions seem to imply that the American Northeast of the 
early nineteenth century was devoid of real substance, or, if it ever possessed an 
interesting idea, was incapable of disseminating it across county lines.  Such 
resistance to any viable naturalistic basis for the Restoration seems not to indulge 
in more than a cursory effort to explore the most relevant culture.  This resistance 
must satisfy itself, instead, with easy assumptions which it presumes no one will 
bother to challenge.  The result is that most of its hits upon ancient-based proofs 
of Mormonism become misses as soon as one takes time to find the contemporary 
equivalents of relevant "Mormonism" in Joseph Smith's own back yard. 

17 Donald W. Parry, Daniel C. Peterson and John W. Welch, eds., Echoes and Evidences of the Book of Mormon.  
Provo, Utah: Foundation for Ancient Research and Mormon Studies (FARMS), [2002], xii. 
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Readers of this Bibliographic Source of modern-era Mormon parallels will see 
some striking material here that has not appeared in Mormon studies before.  
Some other titles that I treat, which Mormon scholars may have mentioned, now 
show more relevant content than has been intimated for them previously. To all 
of these, I add still more sources - rather an effusion of shorter or lesser works 
that are surely worth some attention.  There exist many more examples, which 
other people have seen but of which I am only vaguely aware, or which I will 
have missed altogether. 

Why, in our disproportionately extensive world of Mormon studies, have so 
many latter-day parallels gone unnoticed for so long?  Could it be that more 
funding exists to capture and display ancient parallels instead, as presumably 
more faith promoting than the likely trophies of the easier, more obvious chase 
through Joseph Smith's own world?  In the writings of Hugh Nibley and his 
following researchers, we see evidence of prodigious work and expenditure to 
hunt down and present rather exotic parallels from ancient epochs.  There 
certainly is nothing wrong with such endeavor in any honest and scholarly 
framework.  But is it any more righteous, or ethically and economically justifiable 
to beat the bushes of past millennia for parallels to Mormonism, than to observe 
seriously the surprising things that flourished in the immediate, sacred splendor 
of Joseph's personal grove? 

Pause for a moment, and try to contemplate the length of time.  Think of all that 
has happened since Columbus "discovered" America five hundred years ago.  
The pageant is so large and so complex that if you watch it all, it simply 
overwhelms.  Now, multiply that time span by ten, and you will have the 
approximate arena from which Book of Mormon defenders draw their many, 
mixed-cultural parallels to make Joseph Smith a prophet of God.  Against that 
scenario, I propose a little stage upon which was enacted, within the span of half 
a lifetime, within the distance of a few days' travel, so much of modern Mormon 
scripture as to convince me that whatever we may not yet see was nonetheless 
there, just beyond a curtain of humble American cloth. 

The ready presence of Joseph's very real, inescapable culture is too overwhelm-
ing to ignore, yet we have not acknowledged it like we should.  The elephant will 
never leave the theater, so we might as well get out the microscope.  True faith 
deserves a full spectrum, and it is entirely appropriate to pursue its origins from 
all periods of history.  Yet wherever modern parallels negate claims to exclusively 
ancient origins, one must be willing to see that fact, and to consider modifying 
one's claims without feeling that faith is necessarily compromised.  Such 
intellectual adjustments have succeeded well throughout Mormon history.  More 
will come. 
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A MATTER OF FAITH;  MORMONISM'S DIVINE UNIQUE 

In this Bibliographic Source, I attempt to discover and analyze some of history's 
components and syntheses:  elements and their combinations (or likely potential 
combinations) that confirm my thesis.  I tackle only concrete cultural records 
here, not their intangible spiritual bases.  Whatever one deems to be spirit must 
remain subjective, quite beyond physical analysis.  Faith, by scripture definition, 
is "the assurance of things hoped for, the evidence of things not seen."18  I could 
hardly presume to reduce anything like that to technical patterns.  That which is 
preserved physically in material form, on the other hand, can be tied down in 
some consistent manner, hopefully through honest and patient research.  In the 
end, this has less to say about Joseph Smith's near-limitless claims to divine 
communication, than it has to do with our ethical and intellectual duty to 
analyze Joseph's exact words and teachings in a responsible manner.  We cannot 
touch the spiritual claims, but we must handle the extensive tangible product of 
wide-ranging Restoration texts and stories that are printed in our books and 
branded upon our hearts.  We face the burden of Joseph's work.  That burden 
will feel ever-more comfortable as we bear it home to its original place and time. 

Inevitably, the presentation of so much material in this study will crave 
conclusions about what it all means.  To me, it is quite simple and direct:  Many 
statements that appear in Mormon studies are incorrect or insufficient because 
the writers overlook extensive environmental data that have always been 
available in many hundreds - ultimately thousands - of original, primary sources. 
To extract these data is very hard work.  To face them can be hard work as well, 
because they touch Mormonism at all levels, with implications that go further 
than one might have thought. 

Many Latter-day Saints seem to bolster their faith by artificially expanding the 
relevant limits of what one might call the divine unique in Mormonism:  its 
claimed exclusivity as restored, true gospel imported directly from heaven, 
evidenced by presumably unexcelled, unparalleled differences from all other 
faiths.  In those points where difference matters (argue believing Latter-Day 
Saints), nothing compares.  The problem here is that the most essential features 
of a religion are not generally those aspects or details that can be measured 
physically.  So to prove their divine unique, Mormons often bring in less essential 
but more tangible exhibits which they feel will strengthen their case in the eyes 
of the world.  And there is where they can get into trouble, because the data may 
not sustain such an approach. 

If a faith's core is unassailable, the same is not so true of its surrounding 
protective layers.  The problem does not end there.  Before we know it, the 

18 Hebrews 11:1 (Joseph Smith Translation) 
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system settles into an ever-expanding shell from which the living organism is 
loath to remove itself.  How essential those externals can feel, even when growth 
calls for new accommodation!  At the period of this writing, for example, 
Mormonism is exploring to what degree it is anchored to the concept that most 
Native Americans descend from the principal protagonists in the Book of 
Mormon.  The issues and the answers to such a question appear to leave few 
intent researchers completely at ease, and even some of the most humble Saints 
begin to struggle with what this means for their faith, their self-identification, or 
how they should consider sacred books. 

We all want meaning in life, or at least an explanation, or failing that, then some 
solution.  First of all, then (applying these phenomena to the work at hand), I do 
not perceive real faith as something that is amenable to - or vulnerable in the face 
of - tangible evidence.  I doubt that Mormon Parallels will interest most people 
anyway.  Readers who do explore here may find an occasional challenge to some 
previously-held intellectual or historical concept, but that is hardly likely to spill 
over into the separate compartment of faith.  The history of ideas is not where 
faith is born, but rather where faith goes, sometimes, when it wants a vacation. 

Second, I expect that if one has faith (or wants faith), it is best to enthrone it, 
rather than to mummify and hide it against the inevitable effects of research and 
human logic.  No faithful accommodation of the modern parallels that I have 
heard makes sense to me historically or logically.  Yet there are brighter, 
more educated individuals than I who seem to handle this material in 
complete comfort with their Mormon faith.  A wide array of responses to the 
modern parallels is evidently available.  Beyond the obvious negative options of 
1) Totally embracing these data without deference to the claims or teachings of
Joseph Smith or, 2) Partial embrace in conjunction with partial faith;  let us now 
consider three likely faithful responses:  A) Utter disdain and disregard of the 
modern parallels, B) Toleration of these parallels, with dissatisfaction, and 
C) Accommodation of these parallels, viewing them as divinely instituted.

A  -  UTTER DISDAIN AND DISREGARD OF THE MODERN PARALLELS 

Many Mormon defenders will wrestle with these parallels and will emerge, 
predictably, victorious.  They will suggest that these data, while colorful and 
even interesting, are, in the end, meaningless.  "Grunder," they may say, "has 
missed the point entirely, and has become lost in a jungle of parallelomania.19  It 

19 "We might for our purposes define parallelomania as that extravagance among scholars which first 
overdoes the supposed similarity in passages and then proceeds to describe source and derivation as if 
implying literary connection flowing in an inevitable or predetermined direction."  Samuel Sandmel, 
"Parallelomania." (Journal of Biblical Literature 81:1 [March 1962]), p. [1]. 
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somehow never devolved upon his senses that Mormonism stands alone and 
above the world in which it emerged."  To these disappointed respondents, I can 
only say, "Wait for the movie." 

B  -  TOLERATION OF THE MODERN PARALLELS, WITH DISSATISFACTION 

Other believers will tolerate the modern Mormon parallels as interesting, yet 
insufficient - or ultimately irrelevant to Joseph Smith's revelatory claims.  There 
are many possible approaches in this direction.  Any solutions must be frank and 
honest, however, lest they become stop-gaps to invite problems that might never 
end.  A customary faithful answer to the parallels, for example, appears at times 
to turn them around - holding the parallels up as evidence of Joseph Smith's 
prophetic calling:  How could anyone but a Renaissance magus have come upon 
all the right "Mormon" elements, scattered as they were through Joseph's place 
and time?20  Indeed (declare many Saints), no matter how long we explore 
Joseph's immediate environment, no matter how hard we look, "Mormonism" 
will never all be there. 

Brigham Young University philosophy professor David L. Paulson concludes his 
survey of "The Search for Cultural Origins of Mormon Doctrines" with his belief 
that ". . . all explanations to date are, at best, partial, neither individually nor 
collectively even beginning to account for all Mormon doctrines considered 
severally let alone for their unique synthesis in the teachings of Joseph Smith.  
For this comprehensive and coherent synthesis, there is no cultural antecedent;  it 
must thus be explained in some other way."21  I like very much how Dr. Daniel C. 

20 Stephen D. Ricks and Daniel C. Peterson, "The Mormon as Magus [reviewing] EARLY MORMONISM AND 
THE MAGIC WORLD VIEW by D. Michael Quinn . . . ," in Sunstone:  Mormon Experience, Scholarship, Issues & 
Art 12:1 (January 1988), p. 39. 
Also, Robert F. Smith, Oracles & Talismans, Forgery & Pansophia:  Joseph Smith, Jr. as a Renaissance Magus 
(Provo, Utah, August 1987 "Draft"), pp. 14, 48, 190.  The Foundation for Ancient Research and Mormon 
Studies strongly disavowed any sponsorship or prior awareness of Smith's production, in a letter of 
September 9, 1987 signed by Directors John L. Sorenson and John W. Welch.  ". . . The first time we saw any 
part or version of this paper or knew anything of its contents was when a copy was left in our boxes in an 
addressed but otherwise unmarked envelope Monday evening, August 24, 1987. . . .  We have been told that 
he left Provo early Tuesday morning, August 25.  He owned no car . . .  We have not encouraged nor 
authorized, and have no intention of encouraging or authorizing, any copying, distribution or sale of this 
paper. . . .  We encourage anyone receiving this letter to provide copies to others who might have 
encountered Bob Smith's paper and might mistakenly suppose that F.A.R.M.S. had sponsored or in any way 
endorsed it.  We do not condone any pain inflicted by wrongful statements that his paper may or may not 
contain."  —Copy kindly sent to me, with signed cover letter of the same date, by John W. Welch.  Smith's 
paper was subsequently cited approvingly by several FARMS-affiliated authors.  Positive references to that 
paper still appear in several articles promoted on the Internet by Brigham Young University's Neil A. 
Maxwell Institute for Religious Scholarship, accessed November 9, 2007 at  http://farms.byu.edu/ . 

21 In Newell G. Bringhurst and Lavina Fielding Anderson, eds., Excavating Mormon Pasts:  The New 
Historiography of the Last Half Century (Salt Lake City: Greg Kofford Books, 2004), 50.  I would respond by 
suggesting that both ends of this argument need refinement:  more data on the one hand, and less automatic 
presumption of intrinsic superiority of Joseph's product, on the other. 
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Peterson says it, in reference to environmentalist critiques of the Book of 
Mormon . . . 

It has always seemed odd to me to see the book as a lumpy stew of frontier 
revivalism, half-understood post-Reformation theology, assorted economic and 
class anxieties, topped with a generous helping of yahoo obscurantism.  Its 
coherence is one of its most obvious qualities.  "We may miss the point," writes 
Richard L. Bushman, 

if we treat the Book of Mormon as if it were {a} kind of hodgepodge. 
Sometimes we employ a proof text method in our analyses, taking 
passages out of context to prove a point.  We seek to associate a few 
words or an episode with Smith or his time, the Masons here, republican 
ideology there, then a touch of Arminianism or of evangelical conversion 
preaching.  While that kind of analysis may have its uses, it has had 
disappointing results.22 

The results disappoint, because for all the years of inquiry, despite the 
generations of fists bloodied against the doors of history - knocking, knocking, 
occasionally gaining a peep here and there:  even yet, we still have not indulged 
in enough investigation into the immediate surroundings of Joseph Smith.  If 
modern scientists, by comparison, were to have abandoned the Human Genome 
Project after the first few thousand samplings, we would hear some scholars 
claiming today that DNA research is an interesting project, but essentially 
a misguided approach - a lumpy stew that falls well short of describing the 
physical body.  Drs. Peterson and Bushman invite the challenge admirably.  Until 
Mormon studies embrace a deeper commitment to more tedious, painfully slow 
scrutiny of every bush and tree in the Sacred Grove, that is where we will 
remain, in perpetual adolescence. 

Dr. Paulson's conclusion above (that, since we haven't found it all, Joseph Smith 
could not have found it either, except through revelation) is convincing to the 
convinced – fully relevant, satisfying and final – IF one presumes the final 
product before the fact:  supposing, in advance of the process, no possible 
"correct" development but Mormonism as it finally turned out, as we have known 
it in its various stages, complete with only the "Mormon" elements discerned or 
blended successfully out of a vast and confusing world.  But which version of 
Mormonism would that be?  The one with one God, or two Gods, or three?23  The 

22 Daniel C. Peterson, "Notes on 'Gadianton Masonry,'" in Stephen D. Ricks and William J. Hamblin, eds., 
Warfare in the Book of Mormon (Salt Lake City: Deseret Book Company;  and Provo, Utah: Foundation for 
Ancient Research and Mormon Studies, [1990]), 208;  his quote cites Richard L. Bushman, "The Book of 
Mormon in Early Mormon History," in Davis Bitton and Maureen U. Beecher, eds., New Views of Mormon 
History:  Essays in Honor of Leonard J. Arrington (Salt Lake City: University of Utah, 1987), 5. 
23 See my STATEMENT ON DEITY in MP 481, part II, "Past Mormon Views";  Melodie Moench Charles, 
"Book of Mormon Christology," in Brent Lee Metcalfe, ed.  New Approaches to the Book of Mormon;  
Explorations in Critical Methodology (Salt Lake City: Signature Books, 1993), 104. 
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one in which we should practice plural marriage in this life to obtain exaltation, 
or the one in which that is a sin?  The Mormonism which stalwartly maintained 
for more than a century that black males are not eligible for ordination, or the 
one which advances slowly toward its own 1829 declaration that ". . . he denieth 
none that come unto him, black and white, bond and free, male and female;  and 
. . . all are alike unto God . . ." ?24  The Mormonism whose sacred temple embrace 
gave entrance to the Celestial Kingdom, or the one which removed that crowning 
act from the ceremony quietly but suddenly in 1990?25  I smell a deliciously 
challenging but lumpy stew.  If the earlier versions of Mormonism were 
contradictory steps along the way, progressing "line upon line, precept upon 
precept,"26 then how can we presume that we have arrived so completely at the 
truth during today's particular moment that we are superior to every parallel in 
our pre-Mormon past?  To point to Mormonism as unique, therefore - at any of 
its stages of development - is not to demonstrate that it was not worked up 
naturalistically through elements available in Joseph Smith's world.  To show 
that Mormonism is "true," instead, one must turn to one's faith. 

Some respondents, then, deny the significance of the modern Mormon parallels 
by requiring, in rebuttal, a perfect pre-existing example of every aspect of the 
modern faith, down to the slightest shade of doctrine or the Book of Mormon's 
most humbly-crafted phrase.  "Find and show it all," they seem to demand, "or 
we concede nothing."  But if such a burden of discovery is ours, it was never 
Joseph Smith's.  Such a stance assumes, in essence, that since Mormonism is true, 
then Mormonism is true – a circular argument which must insist that whatever 
now is, always was, precisely, that which had to be, even to the most minute 
detail:  the one and only true, present system of belief, prophetically differenti-
ated from all the varieties of the past.  A flexible assurance of that sort is 
powerful in the realm of faith, and will endure like nothing else.  It cannot make 
sense, however, as any demonstration that Mormonism was not derived from the 
culture in which it emerged. 

I search for evidence that Joseph Smith's world equipped him for everything he 
did, and that he could do it all as a natural man.  And unless I presuppose his 
product to be perfect, I need not find it all in order effectively to support my 
thesis.  Sometimes Joseph seemed to mix what he found in his pantry, tran-
scending the normal fare to offer unusual recipes.  But a new dish is not 
necessarily a miracle, except to those who find it delicious.  Just because it's 
different, doesn't mean it's right.  To hear this expressed with more elegance, 
listen to Grant Underwood . . . 

24 2 Nephi 26:33 
25 See MP 28 (The Anti-Masonic Sun Almanac for the Year of Our Lord 1832), section headed, "Temple 
Ceremony Parallels." 
26 2 Nephi 28:30 (1829);  D&C 98:12 (1833), 128:21 (1842).  Cf. Isaiah 28:10, 13. 
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Bushman wants to tap the promise of [broader, transnational] comparative 
history and I agree, but religious devotees are sometimes skittish about 
comparative analysis because it seems to rob their particular religion of its 
uniqueness.  They assume that uniqueness is prime evidence of their faith's 
divine origin.  Such thinking, however, confuses a religion's character with its 
source.  Similarity and difference are descriptive categories;  they say nothing 
necessarily about origin.  [Underwood 2005, 47] 

Dr. Underwood goes on to caution against both the oversimplification and the 
mis-application of parallels (p. 48), against which practices I, too, have aspired to 
warn throughout this Bibliographic Source.  For the believer, Joseph Smith rose 
above his natural abilities in recognizing and interpreting all the necessary 
components of Mormonism through divine direction.  For the skeptic, anything  
Joseph Smith liked or reasoned, became part of Mormonism.  The believer asks 
how Joseph could have found all the parts on his own.  The skeptic asks why 
Joseph did not find other parts that might have been just as good.  It is a matter 
of faith. 

C  -  ACCOMMODATION OF THE MODERN PARALLELS AS DIVINELY INSTITUTED 

Other believers take a more accepting stance, agreeing on one hand that the 
modern parallels are numerous and significant, and allowing on the other hand 
that Joseph Smith may have been influenced by these things to some degree, at 
some level.  Yet even among these defenders, there are many who still seek to 
use more than faith to preserve Mormonism's divine unique.  It can be painful and 
embarrassing, after all, to strip a core faith down to its unquestionable essence, so 
these individuals find it more reasonable to preserve some of the potentially 
vulnerable externals of Mormonism along with whatever may be its unique.  
Seeking logical harmony of their faith with emerging environmental data, they 
express their admiration of a designed Restoration.  They propose a theory of 
FOUNDATIONAL PARALLELS,27 wherein God prepared the way for a latter-day 
gospel by infusing "Mormon" ideas or attitudes into the pre-Mormon culture.  
That way, elements which appear suspiciously assimilated from Joseph Smith's 
everyday world can retain their divine legitimacy.  This is an approach which 
I encounter among many of the faithful Latter-day Saints who strike me as being 
the most open-minded on the subject. 

For those Christians who are not Mormon, I expect that this idea – that the 
intense complexity of culture and theological deliberation through the millennia 
was intelligently designed by Deity to condition the Western mind by 1830 to 
accept a divine Restoration of true Christianity in New York State – must come 
across as utterly ludicrous.  Yet let me ask how this is any more narrow than the 

27 —a term suggested to me to describe this theory, by Dr. Robert L. Van Uitert. 
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general Christian assertion that all the predictions about a Hebrew Messiah in 
the Old Testament were really talking about Jesus.  It is a matter of faith. 

It does seem to me, however, that a foundational parallels theory envisions an 
unrealistically triumphant culmination of just the right shades and degrees of 
countless ideas, theologies and world views that must have been planted 
through various divine means, well in advance of early nineteenth-century 
American culture.  Such theory suggests seeds of salvation, fittingly spread and 
timely sewn to whiten a future field.  Yet the germ was also there, we know, for 
many other systems that evolved during that same era of early Mormon history.  
To say that it was revelation that made all the difference, teaching Joseph Smith 
which elements to choose, is - in such a rich and varied context - the same as 
to concede that no foundational parallels were really laid that were dramatic 
enough to make much difference. 

While my project here is to find and bring modern Mormon parallels to light, I 
would be the first to stipulate that a number of the most important parallels were 
clearly "minority opinions," hardly evidence of some divinely constructed 
groundwork to prepare young Joseph Smith even more readily to believe what he 
swore was spoken to him in person by angels and by God Himself - at times in 
an overpowering shower of majesty and light.  Yes, the culture was marvelously 
rich.  It was the most fertile of all fields, both in time and place, for the rise of 
Mormonism.  But if God fixed it that way, He clearly left equal likelihood for 
larger, contradictory movements to grow there as well.  That is why I have had 
to work so hard to identify the parallels that appear in this Bibliographic Source. 

Against any mature perspective of history - in all of its complexity and all of its 
variety - how will we conceive even divine implementation of some foundational 
parallels plan?  I do not see how it could have been worth the intervention it 
would have required.  And for what?  If the object were to establish a more 
perfect gospel beginning in the 1820s, the history of that early Restoration is 
filled with far more direct, dramatic and comprehensible revelations which some 
recipients said contradicted what their personal, individual samplings from the 
familiar culture had prepared them to imagine. 

It is one thing for me to say that Joseph Smith, walking along the many side-
paths of life which his circumstances afforded, happened upon certain, not 
always predominant ideas, and that whichever of these ideas he accepted, 
became part of "Mormonism" at one time or another during his ministry.  It is 
quite another thing for advocates of a foundational parallels theory to hope that 
those precise ideas were the very ones that God had somehow installed in the 
pre-Mormon culture so conspicuously that Joseph would then believe Him when 
He later revealed these very things, or interesting combinations thereof. 
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I think that it would have been far too impractical for a God to control or even to 
inspire human culture and thought efficiently enough - within the bounds of 
human free agency - to plant all these ideas in the precise places and exact forms 
that a foundational parallels theory would require, or which would have done 
much good.  And even if that were possible, I find no evidence that anything of 
the sort took place.28  The setting was truly perfect for the rise of Mormonism.  
But only if Mormonism were perfectly true could we point back to that 
environment to say, "God made it thus."  And even then, we would have to ask 
what the object was in so preparing a kind of culture which, both then and now, 
has generally found itself quite unprepared to accept Mormonism.  We reach a 
point here, surely, where faith must assume the largest part of faithful 
explanations. 
 

OME FRUSTRATED READERS must arrive at this point in my Introduction 
 feeling  cheated.  This is called Platonism - an assumption of ideal truth 

displayed, to quote Timothy Dwight, in "one great circling motion" which "rules 
the whole."  We keep looking for God's "golden chain" to order all being in "pure 
perfection"; a "joy of heaven" in "one pure realm"29 which religion has 
conditioned us to expect.  This mindset is so fundamental to many of us that we 
spend a lifetime trying to satisfy or to accommodate it.  No one does it well, 
however, let them conceive their cosmos to be ever so perfectly under control. 

It may feel frightening to sail without a chart, but the greater danger is to 
presume some perfect port, one ideally fore-ordained destination for which we 
will bypass every other friendly, inviting refuge.  The problem for most of us is 
that we set out not knowing how large is the sea.  Columbus sought a much 
closer India than nature could allow him to find.  The Book of Mormon's Nephi 
promised a plainer gospel of the Lamb than Saints now discover.30  Joseph Smith 
imagined too-easy answers, always supposing simpler, less complex questions 
than subsequent situations would raise.  Joseph went to his grave only pledging - 
never delivering - the great, organic whole.  Mormon scholars know this full 
well, which is why they struggle around it with an appeal to the irrepressible 

28 Were all of the 1830s health concepts which found their way into the Word of Wisdom medically correct, 
for example, according to our best scientific information today?  Which Masonic ritual details in the 
Mormon endowment ceremony could actually have come down from Solomon's temple, and which ones - 
on the other hand - are known to have evolved "towards" later Mormonism from earlier documented 
Masonic counterparts as recently as the eighteenth century - before being appropriated by Joseph Smith? 
How much of Abraham's astronomy in the Pearl of Great Price stands up against the latest theories of the 
universe - and how far are we willing to give precedence to Mormon ideas against any later empirical 
conclusions that may not support them?  To what degree were doctrines of eternal, uncreated matter 
compromised by later understanding of the transfer between matter and energy?  These are the kinds of 
questions one must ask in order to evaluate a foundational parallels theory. 
29 Timothy Dwight, The Conquest of Canäan, 1785, (MP 126, section headed, "Cosmology of Divinely-Ordered 
Worlds and Beings . . . ," pp. 268-69). 
30 See my STATEMENT ON DEITY in MP 481, section headed, "Deity in the Book of Mormon." 

S
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personality of the man himself, a prophet who learned "line upon line," who 
supplied "stories of eternity"31 in place of any permanent, consistently disciplined 
theology. 

What I must emphasize here is that Joseph's doctrinal pilgrimage was not direct 
progress from truth to further-enlightening truth.  Just as often, it was modern 
scripture contradicting modern scripture, revelation changing revelation.  This 
Bibliographic Source will suggest, furthermore, that Joseph progressed along roads 
that were already well-traveled, and varied.  His gleanings would be as diverse 
as the many welcoming stops along his way.  To say such things in the world of 
Mormon studies may shock, but it should not surprise. The information has long 
been available.  We can hardly all agree here - nor might that be very desirable, 
since interpretation of Mormonism depends more upon personalities than upon 
the data.  Like a big family or mixed circle of friends, the only way we can enjoy 
one another - or do each other much good - is not to convince or convict, but 
simply to understand. 

"But how is it, then," many will ask, "that so little came of other writers' work, 
compared to that of Joseph Smith?  Is not the success of Mormonism evidence 
that these other experiences were merely precursors, partaking of the crumbs 
that fell from the table set by the Lord for the only true Restoration?"  The answer 
is similar to the dilemma of conscious existence on planet Earth:  We might be 
tempted to think that we are chosen or special, either because we do not know 
what may be on other planets in the universe, or because ours was the 
environment which happened, out of countless others, to be congenial to the 
development of life as we know it.  Those who survive get to write the history, but 
that does not make history's perceived results utterly necessary, or necessarily 
optimum.  Otherwise, the Roman Catholic Church, by its sheer numbers and 
longevity, might be advanced by many as the obvious Providential design.  
Despite enthusiastic missionary effort throughout its entire history, Mormonism, 
by contrast, has never attracted more than a tiny minority of the world's 
population.  It is a matter of faith. 

The texts and teachings of the Mormon Restoration "rang true" in some ears from 
its very beginning, of course.  And not even this minority of followers could have 
recognized the call in a vacuum.  Introducing an "Archive of Restoration 
Culture" assembled by "advanced LDS undergraduates and graduate students" 
from potential sources of "the cultural environment of the Prophet . . . ," Richard 
Bushman agrees that . . . 

. . . the culture of that period bore directly on the success of the young church 
under Joseph Smith's leadership.  People would never be able to grasp 

31 Richard Bushman, Joseph Smith:  Rough Stone Rolling (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 2005), chapter 25, 
"Stories of Eternity," pp. [436]-58. 
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theological ideas that were entirely foreign to them.  They would need a basic 
preparation for the Prophet's revelations, making the cultural environment 
crucial to understanding how the Restoration came about.  [Bushman 2006, 99] 

An atmosphere adequate to that end existed for many people from the earliest 
days of Joseph Smith.  But the thought and the literature of the early nineteenth 
century were highly diverse.  They generated a rich array of language, of 
treatises, of systems.  Many startling concepts emerged in that time.  Some of 
them would soon shine again in Mormonism:  uplifting, sometimes unexpected 
things, but naturally accessible ideas - or scripture reflections - about which there 
need be little sense of mystery or supernatural awe.  To protest that the proof of 
the pudding lies not in the availability of these ingredients, but rather, in their 
divinely inspired selection or mix, is only to agree with my contention that 
defense of the faith is a matter of faith, dependent upon the rightness of the final 
product. 

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________   

FRIEND IN COLLEGE once warned that I was choosing a tedious path - that 
  historians are cold and dull.  Yet even bibliographers (the most tedious of 

all) manage intense emotions:  frustration, anticipation, exultation.  For thirty 
years, these things have kept me up at night and turned leisure hours into the 
most challenging part of the day.  At the begin ning of October 1985, I pulled up 
roots and moved to an isolated house set deep in the woods of New York State, a 
few miles beyond Ithaca's Cornell University.  No friend or acquaintance lived 
within an hour's drive.  The weather was cold, and I went outside on the second 
morning to search through a pile of damp logs and branches, wondering if they 
would burn in the woodstove that dominated the high-ceilinged great room 
which served as parlor and rustic, rented kitchen. 

My quest was probably for fortune, but survival was a more immediate need.  
I am not a superstitious man, yet that peculiar situation's natural, dark feelings 
may excuse some interesting sentiments that took hold suddenly when I spied a 
small salamander resting on a log.  Placid and pure (though certainly not white), 
it seemed to look at me as if to ask, 

"What are you doing here?" 

What did I know, indeed, of what would follow?  It was a time of the 
unexpected.  Astounding new primary Mormon sources were emerging from 
this region, so here I was, ready to take part: 

     Over a five-year period, starting in 1980, [Mark W.] Hofmann would "find" 
nearly four hundred and fifty Mormon documents, which he would sell to the 

AA 
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church for hundreds of thousands of dollars.  Nearly all of them were sensational 
documents that shed important new light on Mormon history.  To other dealers 
working in the field it appeared that Hofmann had almost magical powers.  
"I called him the Magic Man," confided Rick Grunder, a rare documents dealer 
who specializes in Mormon manuscripts and knew Hofmann in Salt Lake City.  
"He was like a nondescript Richard Cory, fluttering pulses when he said, 'Good 
Morning,' glittering when he walked.  Not by his appearance or by his manner.  
He didn't stand out.  I never heard him raise his voice or exhibit any kind of 
bravado.  The charisma he enjoyed was because of what we thought he had.  
He convinced us that he knew something we did not, that he had access to things 
we could otherwise never hope to find.  There I was, grubbing around in piles of 
old paper, and not getting very far.  Mark seemed to just wave his wand and this 
amazing stuff turned up.  He was the Mormon Indiana Jones who could lead us 
to impossible treasures of information and wealth." 32 

Within days, incredibly, perspectives began to change.  We had been asking the 
wrong questions, perhaps.  Looking for the wrong things.  We simply did not 
know.  More than twenty years have passed since a series of pipe-bomb 
explosions confused the Mormon world.  Yet even now, the perpetrator's 
historical forgeries continue to play nicely into the hands of some who do not 
always encourage a free and complete examination into our past.  One has but to 
insinuate the name "Hofmann" into a dismissal of any new historical evidence, 
and the effect upon many is still like magic.  "Enough! - we already have 
enough." 

If my timing was painful, however, the destination was perfect.  Armed with a 
couple of degrees in history and a few years' experience with hundreds of 
thousands of books and papers flowing into Brigham Young University's Lee 
Library,33 I knew something about sources, synthesis and original research.  
America's Northeast might yield no more "Salamander" letters with outré 
versions of Joseph Smith's earliest adventures, but the region was filled with 
relevant material that was essentially untapped and unexplored.  Saints would 
question any dramatic new manuscript which might challenge standard 
interpretations, but here was a deep reservoir of more humble, grass-roots 
material that could not be denied.  My inclination has always been to compare, 

32 Simon Worrall, The Poet and the Murderer:  A True Story of Literary Crime and the Art of Forgery (New York: 
Dutton, 2002), 114-15.  A white salamander (to which I allude further above) was an occult figure infused 
into the story of Joseph Smith's vision of the angel, in Mark W. Hofmann's most famous manuscript 
fabrication, a letter ostensibly written from Martin Harris to W. W. Phelps in 1830. 
33 "Rick Grunder, a great, great grand-nephew of Joseph Smith through plural marriage, is an antiquarian 
bookseller in Syracuse, New York.  He holds an M.A. in history from Brigham Young University, where he 
served as Chairman of the Harold B. Lee Library Bibliographic Department until giving up his post to start 
his business in 1981.  His sixty-five catalogs on Mormonism describe rare and collectible books, manuscripts, 
and artifacts relating to the origins of the movement."  —Author blurb from my introduction written for the 
1830 Book of Mormon on CD-ROM produced by the OCTAVO CORPORATION, Palo Alto, California, 1998. 
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to contrast, to set in context one phenomenon against another.  I turned 
instinctively to what was available, and it has turned out to be much more – 
and much more broad – than I would have dared to dream. 

When Latter-day Saints hear the words "environment" or "parallels" in relation to 
early Mormonism, they may think principally of magic treasure seeking, 
Masonic rituals or ideas of Hebrews as the ancestors of Native Americans.  There 
is much more.  Readers who search this Bibliographic Source may come away with 
greater understanding of what was in the "Word of Wisdom," for example 
(Joseph Smith's revelatory health code), and of whence - even precisely when - it 
emerged.  They should see new things in their Book of Mormon - no less 
spiritual, perhaps, but less mysterious.  Joseph's Prophecy on War will rest in 
perfect comfort within its own, specific moment.  And the power of "Mormon" 
spiritual experiences, from the highest to the least, will spring from the pages of 
our pre-Mormon past. 

When I first encountered what were, to me, unexpected little discoveries, I 
thought I had to tell everyone.  Surely all would want to know.  But I was 
ignorant and naive.  My ignorance (getting excited about the first few examples  I 
found upon entering the antiquarian book trade at the beginning of 1981) was to 
suppose that there could not be many other works like these  – to suppose that I 
had stumbled almost miraculously upon the few matchless sources.  My naiveté 
showed in presuming that hosts of Latter-day Saints and their scholars would 
share in my excitement.  I was wrong on both counts. 

I see now that the number of startling Mormon parallels that await our notice in 
printed, handwritten, graphic and artifact sources is almost as astronomical as 
Abraham's stars and worlds in the Pearl of Great Price.  I have come to realize as 
well that one cannot display these sources, even to the most seasoned scholars, 
without some explanation and preparation.  When I first picked up Ethan Smith's 
View of the Hebrews, for example, I thought that a Mormon parallel book was 
something from which Joseph Smith or his colleagues might be accused of 
having copied or borrowed.  Little did I imagine how this field of study, like 
other historiography, requires patient, disciplined research and refined interpre-
tation. 

History has given us an "American Prophet" who needs to be explained in terms 
of divine revelation, rational synthesis, or something in between.  It really does 
not matter whether Joseph Smith actually read any specific manuscript or book, 
because an entire culture is on display. We are scarcely dealing here with issues 
of pointed study or conscious borrowing.  No single one of these writings was 
essential to the work of Joseph Smith, and this Bibliographic Source hangs upon no 
individual concept – upon no particular text.  It is, rather, the very existence of the 
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Mormon parallels which these sources display - in such great number, distribu-
tion, and uncanny resemblance to the literary, doctrinal and social structures that 
Joseph formed - which may command our attention. 

These ideas crept through the culture not only by being read, but through more 
subtle and often indefinable processes that occurred in art, singing, gossip, 
storytelling, preaching and praying, and through other aspects of a particularly 
active system of oral tradition that had to flourish then even more powerfully 
than in today's mass-media-communicated world.  And, as is still the case today, 
the appearance of an idea in written and printed sources generally suggested the 
presence of that idea already circulating orally somewhere - if not everywhere - 
in the environment.  The books and papers which I analyze in this Bibliographic 
Source were thus no more causes than they were indicators:  not necessarily 
contributing directly to the mind of Joseph Smith, but standing as evidence that 
the thoughts he proclaimed were waiting in the air.  These works do not 
presume that "Joseph Smith once read us," so much as they insist that "we were 
already there." 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________   

EEAARRSS AFTER I SAW MY SALAMANDER, and slightly closer to the end of this 
personal odyssey, I stood one morning at the falls of the Genesee, which 

flows through Rochester, New York.  Here is where the famous Sam Patch leapt 
once too often in 1829, and where local and visiting artists have repaired for two 
centuries to capture that city's finest natural scene.34  The falls are only a few 
blocks from the heart of downtown, yet the site is fairly private and strangely 
calm. 

The effect that day was exceptional.  It had rained heavily, and more water 
cascaded over the hundred-foot drop than I had seen before.  From thick run-off, 
the water was the color of coffee and cream, a frothy, muddy tan.  Far below, the 
river continued, dirty and full.  This is not Niagara, but a visitor may be taken by 
surprise.  Hundreds of feet from the falls, I felt the mist on my face, and paid 
mental deference to the sound, the sight and the power.  "Truly," I exclaimed to 
myself with unguarded exuberance, "this is the fountain of filthy water in 
Nephi's dream!" 

No one who knows me well will accuse me of truculent simplification in such 
matters.  Even now, I would not insist that the narrator thought consciously of 
Rochester, New York as he dictated 1 Nephi.  And yet, the raw material for the 
Book of Mormon's vision of the iron rod was indisputably there.  And so was 

34 See the illustration on page 1380. 

YY 
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Joseph Smith, within days of speaking that text.  He certainly saw the great and 
spacious building so prominent on the other side of the river, its occupants rising 
consciously above his humble class.  For me, that intense moment at the falls 
provided final affirmation of the description I had been shaping over a period of 
years for inclusion in this bibliography.35  Gone, from my view, was any need for 
ancient Near Eastern settings for this dream which had once seemed shrouded in 
mists.  Aspects of that scene, true enough, can be forced into partial conformity 
with Nephi's Arabia as described in common family reference books of the early 
1800s.36  All the difficult elements in that dream, on the other hand, were 
pointedly and specifically visible in a single trip from Fayette, New York to the 
invitingly accessible city of Rochester in 1829. 

It would be presumptuous to hope that I have gotten to know Joseph Smith.  I 
have not.  But neither will it suffice for people who do not appreciate the modern 
parallels to distract us any longer from so many striking things that nurtured the 
founder of Mormonism.  To dismiss environmental studies is to pretend that the 
emperor was wearing clothes which, anyone who will look through the telescope 
of time can see, were not quite like those we were shown in Sunday School.  To 
disdain the data, or to suggest that if they are there, "Joseph Smith could not have 
known," is no longer a reasonable option. 

Many people portray Joseph as an educationally-deprived lad chosen to restore 
the gospel.  They add that no one, in fact, could have found the words and power 
of Mormonism without the help of God.  If this sounds just right, it is a 
dangerous back-door defense that falls apart the moment one sees we are dealing 
with a farm boy whom the twentieth century never knew.  Not a genius,37 but 
one derived from a culture that was surprisingly rich, varied and available.  
Readers of this bibliography will meet another New York farm boy born nine 
days after Joseph Smith who, working from little more than the family's common 
almanacs, schooled his upstate New York elders with a stutter at the local tavern, 
and taught them things they had never understood about the earth, its seasons 
and its journey about the sun.38  If there is a central message here, it is to believe 
in the dignity and the powers of the natural mind, be it ever so callow or 
disadvantaged. 

In The Burned-over District, Whitney Cross assures us that in the society where 
earliest Mormonism emerged, "A person's real education" lay primarily in ". . . 

35 Reynolds Arcade (MP 350) 
36 See particularly, Morse's American Universal Geography . . .  (MP 256). 
37 See, for example, Richard L. Bushman, "The Secret History of Mormonism . . ." Sunstone:  Mormon 
Experience, Scholarship, Issues & Art 19:1 (March 1996), p. 69:  "To say that the Book of Mormon could only be 
written by a genius is logically not much different from saying God revealed it.  In both cases, we admit that 
historical analysis fails us." 
38 Horatio Robinson manuscript (MP 355) 
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accumulating experience.  The ideas and attitudes of that generation, probably 
even more than our own, took form not so much in the schools as in the various 
informal agencies of culture surrounding its members.  . . . newspapers, periodi-
cals, groups and societies organized to influence opinion, the various learned 
professions . . ."  Cross singles out the clergy as particularly influential in this 
process - especially upon individuals who were "impressed more by the spoken 
than by the written word" - and he concludes that ". . . Yorker Yankees were 
extraordinarily wide-awake, well-informed, and ambitious for greater knowl-
edge.  Beyond the routine of formal education they were more alert than most 
other Americans."39 

Joseph Smith's mother told us this, more than a century and a half ago.  She said 
that the founder of Mormonism did not read widely when a boy, but thought 
deeply.40  A most attentive parent,41 Lucy Smith surely hit the mark.  Joseph's 
new religion would not incorporate every aspect of the early nineteenth century, 
but it would make much of certain bits and pieces that came Joseph's way.  

Those bits and pieces would settle upon a mind which had been opened in 
scripture and sober reflection from the very start.  On Wednesday morning, 
October 8, 1845, Lucy addressed the Saints at the nearly-completed Nauvoo 
Temple, and told them how to raise a Mormon child.  Her most famous son was 
in the grave.  As the lady looked over the crowd of thousands gathered at the 
first general conference which had convened since Joseph's death, she realized 
that few who were there knew her family well.  She would tell them her story.  "I 
raised 11 children, 7 boys," she recalled in a clear voice, 

39 (Ithaca [New York] and London: Cornell University Press, 1950), 98, 103.  I am indebted to the late Dr. Lyn 
Richard Jacobs for calling Cross' comments to my attention more than twenty years ago. 
40 "One evening we were sitting till quite late conversing upon the subject of the diversity of churches that 
had risen up in the world and the many thousand opinions in existence as to the truths contained in 
scripture.  Joseph who never said many words upon any subject but always seemed to reflect more deeply 
than common persons of his age upon everything of a religious nature." (1844-45 rough draft, Lucy Mack 
Smith 2001, 335;  also in EMD 1:289.  This was part of Lucy's original paragraph introducing the account of 
the angel's first appearance announcing the existence of the golden plates of the Book of Mormon;  it was 
not included in the published version, 1853). 
"I presume our family presented an aspect as singular as any that ever lived upon the face of the earth—all 
seated in a circle, father, mother, sons, and daughters, and giving the most profound attention to a boy, 
eighteen years of age, who had never read the Bible through in his life:  he seemed much less inclined to the 
perusal of books than any of the rest of our children, but far more given to meditation and deep study." 
(Lucy Mack Smith 1853, 84);  ". . . listening in breathless anxiety to the <religious> teachings of a boy 16 years 
of age who had never read the Bible through by course in his life for Joseph was less inclined to the study of 
books than any child we had but much more given to reflection and deep study" (1844-45 rough draft, Lucy 
Mack Smith 2001, 344 [noting that the age "16" had been altered from another number, evidently "17," and is 
given variously by different writers];  also in EMD 1:296, transcribing the age as "18"). 
41 "As a true republican mother, Lucy assumed the responsibility for the moral and religious guidance of her 
children as well as for their secular education.  As a result, she emerges as a major influence in preparing 
them for their involvement in the charismatic movement which early Mormonism represents." —Lavina 
Fielding Anderson, in her Foreword to Lucy's Book . . . (Lucy Mack Smith 2001, 5) 
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. . . in the fear of God.  When they were 2 or 3 year[s] old start[ed that ?] they may 
love God with all their hearts.  Want all you to do the same.  God gives us our 
children & we are accountable. . . .  I want you to take your little children & teach 
them in the fear of God.  Want you to teach them about Joseph in Egypt and such 
things and when they are 4 yr old they will love to read their bible.  I presume 
there never were a family that were so obedient as mine.  Don't let them play out 
of doors. . . .  If you consider me a mother in Israel I want you to say so.42 

Brigham Young put the question to the congregation. 

"Yes!" 

By loud acclamation, "Mother Smith" was indeed a Mother in Israel,43 and her 
pointed directions to train a Mormon child were multum in parvo:  much in a 
little, with serious implications.  To me, Lucy's admonitions suggest quite 
powerfully that the boy Joseph Smith likely identified with ancient biblical 
heroes at a very young age, and that he could read some Bible before he was old 
enough to help in family chores. 

By the time he turned eighteen, Joseph was telling his mother that she and the 
family could join and attend any church they pleased;  ". . . but, do not ask me to 
join them.  I can take my Bible, and go into the woods, and learn more in two 
hours, than you can learn at meeting in two years, if you should go all the 
time."44  ". . . [W]e were deprived of the bennifit of an education," Joseph wrote in 

42 Richard E. Turley, Jr., ed.,  Selected Collections from the Archives of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day 
Saints ([Provo, Utah]: Brigham Young University Press, [2002];  hereafter, Selected Collections) 1:18 (Church 
Historian’s Office.  General Church Minutes, 1839–1877.  Church Archives call number:  CR 100 318).  Box 1, 
Folder 40, 6 October 1845 - 8 October 1845.  Includes minutes of General Conference taken on October 8, 
1845;  see page 2 of that date.  For another manuscript record in a different hand, see ibid., Box 1, Folder 39, 
7 October 1845 - 8 October 1845.  Includes minutes of General Conference for October 8, 1845;  see pages 7-8 
of that date:  "I raised up 11 children  7 Boys - I raised them in the fear of God   When they were two or three 
years old I told them I wanted them to love God with all their hearts . . .  God gives us our children & we are 
accountable . . .  I want you to take your little children & teach them in the fear of God - I want you to teach 
them about Joseph in Egypt & such things - and when they are four [p. 7 ends] years old they will love to 
read their bible - I presume there never was a family more obedient than mine - I did not have to speak to 
them only once - Set your children to work & try to bring them up to your comfort   dont let them play out 
of doors - . . .  I call you brothers & sisters & children  if you consider me a Mother in Israel I want you to say 
so -(Loud shouts of Yes) ^Presidt B Young arose & said - all who consider Mother Smith a Mother as a 
Mother in Israel signify it by saying yes^"  Compare to the less detailed summary in HC 7:470-71.  Lucy's 
count of eleven children included babies which did not survive;  see Lucy's Book, 259 n. 61 and 264 n. 101. 
Lavina Fielding Anderson describes these minutes as ". . . holographs of two versions  (1) rough minutes 
apparently by William Clayton and (2) fair copy apparently by Curtis E. Bolton."  Lucy's Book, 906.  The 
second set of minutes was originally taken by Clayton's friend Thomas Bullock.  The two men later 
reviewed Bullock's notes together, after which Clayton sent Curtis E. Bolton to Bullock's home where 
Bullock read as Bolton made the fair copy, writing until dark on Tuesday, October 14, then beginning again 
late the next morning ("Journal of Thomas Bullock," ed. by Gregory R. Knight in Brigham Young University 
Studies 31:1 (Winter 1991), pp. 24, 26. 
43 HC 7:471 
44 Lucy Mack Smith 1853, 90 
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1832.  "[S]uffice it to say  I was mearly instructtid in reading and writing and the 
ground rules of Arithmatic which constuted my whole literary acquirements."45  
Merely?  Look beyond the spelling.  Notice the choice of words and phrasing. 

"I wanted to go to school," recalled another pioneer who found himself lacking in 
education near Palmyra, even at age twenty-five, "and for my part, I got logs to a 
saw mill, and furnished the roof boards."46  Such was the hunger to learn. 
Orsamus Turner, early chronicler of western New York, adds the example of a 
settler who carried volumes on his back thirty miles into the backwoods from 
Myron Holley's Canandaigua bookstore, long before the Smiths arrived in that 
vicinity.47  Serious printed works, Turner insists, "were thoroughly read, and 
thoroughly understood;" unlike "the worthless trash that now [1851] unfortu-
nately too much prevails in our popular reading; . . .  the Pioneers became intelli-
gent, and inducted their sons and daughters into a course of profitable reading."48 

Indeed by the 1820s, Palmyra had one or two bookstores and one or two libraries 
at any given time.  Two more competing bookstores in Canandaigua advertised 
in the Palmyra papers.  "Clearly," concluded Robert Paul, "Joseph Smith had 
access to a wide range of books . . ."49  In 1820, a traveler was amused at 
Weedsport - one county east of Palmyra - after declining a friendly shopkeeper's 
offer of a dusty glass of bitters.  "There was a long pause.  'Belike, 'squire,' said he 
again, 'as you a'[i]nt in drinking trim, you may have a mind to read a bit.  Here's 
my brother's Treatise on the Trinity.'  He accordingly presented me with a small 
volume, which I read until the canal-boat came up." 50 

Limited libraries, perhaps, but with surprising content, well-circulated, often 
studied in depth - in a culture keen for new ideas from any source, in any 

45 Joseph Smith Letter Book 1, p. 1, reproduced in Selected Collections 1:20;  Church Archives call number: 
MS 155, Box 2, Folder 1. 
46 In 1802 at Irondequoit Landing (bordering Rochester on the northeast;  twenty miles northwest of the 
future Smith family farm), Turner, 428.  The roughly-worked hand that hewed, hunted, and had recently 
helped clear future downtown Cleveland, Ohio learned to write "Oliver Culver" as a refined signature 
which I respect in my personal collection. 
47 Ibid, p. 500:  "The general intelligence of the citizens of all of the old town of Caledonia, has been 
proverbial;  they enjoyed the benefits of a well selected library, as early as 1804.  It was the Pioneer Library 
west of Genesee river.  The first books were bought at Myron Holley's book store, in Canandaigua, by John 
Garbutt, who carried them to their destination on his back." 
48 Ibid., pp. 499-500.  Canandaigua was only a dozen miles from the Smith family farm. 
49 Erich Robert Paul, "Joseph Smith and the Manchester (New York) Library."  Brigham Young University 
Studies 22:3 (Summer 1982), pp. 340-41 (on specific bookstores and other sources for books);  p. 341 (portion 
quoted;  for full context, see MP 279 [Niebuhr, my introductory comments]). 
50 John Howison, Sketches of Upper Canada . . . (Edinburgh, 1822, second ed.) quoted in Upstate Travels;  British 
Views of Nineteenth-Century New York.  Edited, with an Introduction, by Roger Haydon (Syracuse, New York: 
Syracuse University Press, 1982), 142-43.  This occurred in June 1820, and the work mentioned may have 
been Ethan Smith's 1814 Treatise . . . on the Trinity . . . (MP 397).  "It seems an inescapable conclusion," wrote 
Whitney Cross in 1950, "that a considerable proportion even of laymen read and relished the theological 
treatises." (Cross, 109).  Howison subsequently visited a cotton factory near Utica, in which many of the 
predominantly female workers were reading the Bible (Howison in Upstate Travels, 143). 
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medium.  ". . . [T]hus from the age of twelve years to fifteen I pondered many 
things in my heart," Joseph insisted, "concerning the sittuation of the world of 
mankind  the contentions and div[is]ions  the wickeness and abominations and 
the darkness which pervaded the of the minds of mankind . . ."51  Bits and pieces, 
thoroughly perused.  Mr. Turner personally remembered teasing Joseph Smith as 
a lad in Palmyra when the future prophet rambled curiously around the printing 
press  – recorded that he saw young Joseph, 

. . . once a week . . . stroll into the office of the old Palmyra Register, for his 
father's paper. . . .  he used to help us solve some portentous questions of moral 
or political ethics, in our juvenile debating club, . . . and subsequently, after 
catching a spark of Methodism in the camp meeting, away down in the woods, 
on the Vienna road, he was a very passable exhorter in evening meetings.52 

"Joseph Smith was said to be ignorant and illiterate," recalled non-Mormon 
Christopher Crary of the 1830s, "but contact with mankind and native ability had 
given him polished manners, and his language, so far as I was qualified to judge, 
was correct, forcible, right to the point, and convincing."  The two men were the 
same age, and knew one another in Kirtland, Ohio, where Crary provided 
lumber for the temple.  Prophet or not, thought Crary, here was a man with a 
good mind:  "From my acquaintance and dealings with him I considered him far 
superior to the educated Rigdon in intellectual ability, honesty and integrity of 
character."53 

The resemblances which the latter-day parallels reveal between Mormon thought 
and its precursors go only so far as we will see them, and hopefully never 
beyond the limits of judicious research and comparison.  Many parallel sources 
for Mormonism have been lost, and many parallels were never put to paper in 
the first place.  Yet surely we have the duty to assemble as many of history's 
tangible remnants as remain, in order to question the patterns and the design.  
As the fabric of the larger culture is unrolled and held to various lights, 
historians can begin to trace the intersecting threads from end to end, examining 
the points where they cross in order to suggest the sources and recipients of the 
colors thus shared and transposed. 

51 Joseph Smith Letter Book 1 cited above, p. 2. 
52 Ibid., p. 214.  There can be no dismissing these statements as anti-Mormon prejudice.  Turner had no way 
of anticipating modern Mormon scholarly inquiry into cultural setting or Mormon parallels.  He was 
relating his honest recollections.  Anti-Mormon writers of Turner's time and place attempted, if anything, to 
portray the Smiths as less educated, less intelligent and less integrated into better Palmyra society than they 
actually were.  Turner's personal closeness to Joseph when both were young shows up when he recalls that 
they had to be wary of outsiders, and moved their little debating club:  ". . . down to the old red school 
house on Durfee street, to get rid of the annoyance of critics that used to drop in upon us in the village; . . . ," 
p. 214.
53 Crary articles, 10 
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This project could consume 
several lifetimes.  The rate of 
discovering new parallels of 
substantial significance has 
not diminished in twenty-
five years.  My shelves over-
flow with further promising 
books and papers not yet 
thoroughly examined for 
want of energy or time, but 
acquired hastily whenever 
opportunity has allowed.  
The work of physical tran-
scription itself is tiring and slow, and hardly accelerated by computer.  The old 
sources (nearly all of them original) arrive in a wide variety of generally course 
and unevenly-printed type, their paper often as not darkened or stained, utterly 
confusing any scanning software.  So I have come to know these writers through 
long visits that last late into the night. 

Of course I have focused upon my subject, and the selections were chosen from 
each work to demonstrate my thesis.  What I have never done consciously – and I 
hope, never done at all – is to misrepresent an author's intent in any passage 
through inappropriate choice of portions to quote.  I have discovered an instance 
or two where prominent Mormon defenders have used passages from certain 
historical works, but then interrupted those texts abruptly at the very points 
where something negative about the Latter-day Saints appeared.  Such antics 
would be no more excusable in my present study than in the most faith-
promoting works, and I hope most sincerely that I have never done that kind of 
thing.  Cursory comparison of some of my selections beside their original full 
sources may cause the occasional reader to wonder why I did not quote more.  I 
believe, however, that upon more extensive analysis, the integrity of my 
representations from these writings will stand.54 

One cannot anticipate all of the topics in the books and papers examined which 
might serve researchers today or a century from today.  I have tried to err on the 
side of inclusiveness, and this has made many of the extracts tedious and long.  
To read them may prove an exercise in supreme patience  – perhaps as much so 

54 PHOTOGRAPH:  January 29, 2002, one of several days spent extracting parallels from James Macpherson's 
Ossian poems ( MP 229) seen beneath the magnifying lamp and held open by the same ruler that measured 
the Whitmer seer stone years earlier ( MP 373).  In a corner of the room, just visible standing against the 
wood trim, is the walking stick that Herman Schuman gave me in Susquehanna County, Pennsylvania, 
mentioned in the description of MP 59.  More parallel sources fill the bookcase next to the computer and 
have yet to be studied in detail even today.  More of them wait downstairs. 
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as was the initial effort to transcribe and proofread them.  However, I am 
convinced that the more one knows about issues and susceptibilities in Mormon 
historiography, the less one will wonder why I bothered to include certain 
passages.  To be completely forthright, however, I should admit that there were 
occasions when I quoted selections because some mysterious alarm sounded 
deep within my tired brain  – and I was afraid that if I failed to preserve those 
words, they would be lost to some investigator, somewhere, who might need 
them for some, as yet undefined purpose . . . one day.

Purposes vary as much as methods, and this field will continue to grow, even as 
it changes.  Since the years when I prepared these things for publication, Internet 
resources have expanded considerably.  Vast reservoirs of digitized texts finally 
allow directed searches that can be genuinely useful.  In 2013, for example, 
computer specialists Chris and Duane Johnson surprised students of these 
Mormon Parallels when, out of more than one hundred thousand historical works 
sampled electronically for potential verbal similarities to the Book of Mormon, a 
leading example emerged which turned out to be a prominent book featured at 
length in this Bibliographic Source.  Rising near the top was Gilbert Hunt's humble 
textbook for American children, written in biblical style.

If there are no stand-alone short-cuts, there are certainly new tools waiting to be 
harnessed.  From the ever-expanding cloud of human knowledge come words to 
startle us as powerfully as from proverbial attics, dusty shops or book fairs and 
catalogs.  In blogs or by auction, through typing or telephone calls, in e-mail or 
pleasant drives to small New England towns – a seemingly endless variety of 
Mormon parallels continues to appear.  If the old books and papers were 
conscious beings, they might be found huddling nervously upon their shelves, 
rustling their leaves, wondering when the Mormons would come to read what 
they have to say.  Here again is my sampling in five hundred entries, a mere 
introduction to the fascinating material which has awaited our attention for two 
centuries.  As time goes on, we will see more, and understand better.  Whatever 
be the conclusions of coming years, we must at least sound increasingly naïve to 
exclaim, "Whoever thought such things before?"




